1,000 Car Parking Lot Will Be Built on Site Of Smokey Joe's Pub

Facility Used Only for Undergraduates; Students Apply for Permits February 1

In conjunction with the University's redevelopment program, Smokey Joe's Pub and the Wharton Cleaners, presently located on Locust Street, will be moved.

University plans call for the construction of a new temporary parking lot on 36th Street between Locust and Walnut Streets, to be used solely for undergraduates.

In February, 1958, any undergraduate may apply for parking privileges. It is expected that the new building will be ready for use at that time.

(Continued)

Parking Problems Alleriated

"I feel that the very serious parking problem which is being alleviated by the construction of this new facility," Dr. Kulp said.

The problem which will arise, however, is that a large group of undergraduates who will be moving out of Locust Street and "the parking lot is being built to accommodate them."

All undergraduate parking permits will be canceled when the new lot opens.

Attendances for the new building will be limited to the number of students in the student body of the University.

"Dr. Kulp declared.

Dr. Kulp said that the new parking lot will be a "great help" to the University as a whole.

Bottlenose Gardens Pool Used As Home for Four Alligators

Miss Quinn Dances Scottish Ceremony

At HH Coffee Hour

Miss Kathleen C. Quinn, assistant to the director of the PPAC Players, will perform an authentic Scottish wood dance at the Houston Hall coffee hour tomorrow from 3:30 to 5:00.
Letters to the Editor

Editor, The Daily Pennsylvanian:

Yesterday, I attended the lecture entitled "Chinese Laymen in Chinese Affairs" delivered by M. Tetsuo Yano in the Wharton auditorium. It was a lecture of such high quality and approximate geographic location (to China) that I was pleased to see and hear with M. Yano, for there are a few points in which his lecture which I do not find fault.

For example, M. Yano has completely missed the chief aspect of China. They are of course, (1) domestic rise pop., (2) Shipton Yarns and, (3) opinion could. Everyone knows that China's primary and overwhelming export is a smiling form of vegetable tobacco.

Furthermore, M. Yano has provided thoroughly excellent figures on such simple facets as the population statistics, which are given in tables and approximate geographic location (to China) is cleared out to the American Platform, neither of which are over in the Eastern Pacifist.

M. Yano told of an experience on the Burmese River, and is it Radio India, the middle east, or is it Radio China in the Peking river system.

These discrepancies, considered together, indicate that M. Yano has never been to China. In fact, that he is a complete imposter. I have been in China, and have taken all these lecturers which are taken very cleverly connected, but are completely made over by editorial assistance.

C. Russell Thomson, W., '36

Editor's Note: The Daily Pennsylvania has consistently missed the Vital summer-c subtly for a rebuttal statement. Our reporters will very likely be assigned to do the same.
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Penn Relays Cancelled; Track World Shocked

The 51st annual Pennsylvania Relays Track and Field meet was scheduled for April 26 and 27, but was cancelled due to the coronavirus outbreak. The meet, which is considered the top track and field event, was cancelled upon a vote of six to one at the recent General Club Executive Committee meeting. The decision to cancel was reached following a controversial discussion among track members during which "Track" One brought up the point that the players' weights were all known up to the present General Club level. Corre's proposals were overruled, however, and it was suggested that the players alleviate this situation by calling their opponents names and pelting them with ripe bananas. Walter F. Johnson, coach, pointed out that this was done at intercollegiate matches throughout the season to no avail.

The University of Pennsylvania Varsity Squash Team has played under almost innumerable battles including the complete absence of practice facilities during the past season" stated Mr. Johnson, "and the boys will not see the same inconveniences of our hum hum reports in their way."

The team's shift continues to the M. Street's Memorial Trophy to Joseph Jose, Vanert, Abby, coach, for his offer to train the squa'sh to the match. The team will depart from the scholastic day May 15.

Innocents Abroad!

By Q—the brilliant scholar tells how to stretch your dollar Greyhound's the way to go—saves you time as well as dough!

New York $2.55
Boston ....... $6.35
Baltimore .... 3.60
Scranton ........ 3.35
Horseshoe ........ 4.00
Buffalo ........... 9.40
Pittsburgh ........ 8.20
Chicago ........... 18.75

It's such a comfort to take the bus
...and leave the driving to us!

Greyhound
17th & MARKET STS.
LOcust 8-2555

Squash Team Tours Europe

The University of Pennsylvania Varsity Squash Team has accepted an invitation to tour the European continent, announced Jeremiah H. Ford, III, Director of Athletics, and Ben Bobeler, Manager of the Relays. The number decision, which must indeed be considered as
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IMMEDIATE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
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- Cameras, Films, Flash Bulbs
- Men's Telletries, Yardley, Old Spice, Seacofm
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